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This supplementary file consists of:

• Sampled bodies from clustered types for tops dataset

• Details for user study on validating propagation of pos-
itive clothing-body-pairs

• Proposed ViBE’s architecture details

• Implementation details for collaborative-filtering (CF)
baselines

• Qualitative examples for tops recommendation

• All user study interfaces

• Examples of body-versatile and body-specific dresses
judged by Turkers

• Example explanations for Turkers’ dress selections

I. Clustered Body Types for Tops Data
We use k-means [1] clustering (on features defined in

main paper Sec.3.4) to quantize the body shapes in our
dataset into five types. We do this separately for tops and
dresses datasets. Fig. 1 shows bodies sampled from each
cluster for the tops dataset, and the result for dresses are in
the main paper in Fig. 4.

II. User Study to Validate Label Propagation
In this Birdsnest dataset we collected, positive body-

clothing pairs are directly obtained from the website, where
fashion models wear a specific catalog item. Negative pairs
are all the unobserved body-clothing pairings. Taking the
dress dataset we collected as an example, we plot the his-
togram of the number of distinct models wearing the same
dress in Fig. 2a. A high portion of false negatives can be
observed . After propagating positive clothing pairs within
each clustered type, the new histogram with the number of
distinct body types wearing the same dress is in Fig. 2b. We
see most dresses are worn by at least 2 distinct body types,
which corresponds to at least 40% individual models being
paired with each dress.

Figure 1: Tops dataset: columns show bodies sampled from the
five discovered body types. Each type roughly maps to 1) average,
2) curvy, 3) tall, 4) slender, 5) curvy and tall.

To validate whether pairing bodies with clothing worn
by different body types gives us true negatives, and whether
propagating positive clothing pairs within similar body
types gives us true positives, we randomly sample ∼ 1000
body-body pairs where each are from a different clustered
type (negatives), and sample 50% of the body-body pairs
within each clustered type (positives), and explicitly ask hu-
man judges on Amazon Mechanical Turk whether subject A
and B have similar body shapes such that the same item of
clothing will look similar on them. The instruction inter-
face is in Fig. 7 and the question interface is in Fig. 8. Each
body-body pair is answered by 7 Turkers, and we use ma-
jority vote as the final consensus. In total, 81% of the pos-
itive body-body pairs are judged as similar enough that the
same clothing will look similar on them. When we break
down the result by cluster types in Tab. 1, we can see that
the larger clusters tend to have more similar bodies. On the
other hand, 63% of the negative body-body pairs are judged
as not similar enough to look similar in the same clothing,
making them true negatives.
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Figure 2: Dress dataset: comparison of number of distinct models
vs body types wearing the same dress. Left: initially, over 50%
of the dresses are worn by fewer than 3% of the models, indicat-
ing a false negative problem. Right: using our discovered body
types, most dresses are worn by 2 distinct body types (40% of the
models).

Cluster type 1 2 3 4 5

Number of bodies 23 9 14 6 8
Agreement (%) 98 45 82 29 58

Table 1: Dress dataset: body-body similarity within the same
type, as judged by humans.

III. Architecture Definition for ViBE
The architectures of our embedding model are defined

as follows: Let fck denote a fully connected layer with k
filters, using ReLU as activation function. hattr is an MLP
defined as fcn, fc32, fc8; hcnn is defined as fcn, fc256,
fc8; hmeas is defined as fcn, fc4, fc4; hsmpl is defined as
fcn, fc8, fc4. n is the original features’ dimensions, with
n = 64 and 100 for dresses’ and tops’ attributes, n = 2048
for CNN feature, n = 4 for measurement of vital statis-
tics, and n = 10 for SMPL parameters. fcloth is defined as
fc8, fc4; fbody is defined as fc16, fc4.

IV. Implementation Details for CF-based
Baseline

The collaborative filtering (CF) based baselines consist
of a global bias term bg ∈ R, an embedding vector xu ∈ Rd

and a corresponding bias term bu ∈ R for each user u, and
an embedding vector yi ∈ Rd and a corresponding bias term
bi ∈ R for each item i. The interaction between user u and
item i is denoted as:

pui =

{
1, if u observed with i

0, otherwise.
(1)

The goal of the embedding vectors and bias terms is to fac-
tor users’ preference, meaning

p̂ui = xu
T yi +

∑
∗=u,i,g

b∗. (2)

Figure 3: Tops dataset: example recommendations for two sub-
jects by all methods. Subjects’ images and their estimated body
shapes are shown on the top of the tables. Each row gives one
method’s most and least recommended tops. Discussion in Sec. V.

The model is optimized by minimizing the binary cross en-
tropy loss of the interaction:

min
x∗,y∗

∑
u,i

pui log(p̂ui) + (1− pui) log(1− p̂ui). (3)

For body-AWARE-CF, we augment the users’ and items’
embeddings with body and clothing features, vu, vi ∈ Rn:
xu
′ = [xu, vu], yi′ = [yi, vi]. These augmented embed-

dings of users and items, together with the bias terms, pro-
duce the final prediction p̂ui. We found using d = 20 and
n = 5 to be optimal for this baseline. We train it with SGD
with a learning rate of 0.0001 and weight decay 0.0001, de-
cay it by 0.1 at the last 20 epoch and the last 10 epoch, and
train until epoch 60 and 80 for the body-agnostic and body-
aware CF variants, respectively.

V. Qualitative Figures for Tops

We show qualitative recommendation examples on un-
seen people (heldout users) for dresses in Fig. 9 in the main
paper, and for tops in Fig. 3 here. Each row is a method,
and we show its most and least recommended garments
for that person. As the tops are less body-specific (in this
dataset), either body-AGNOSTIC-CF, AGNOSTIC-EMBED
or AWARE-CF fails to recommend garments adapting to
subjects with very different body shapes, and most/least
recommended garments are almost the same for the two
subjects. ViBE recommends cardigans and sweaters with
longer hems for the average body shape user, which could
create a slimming and extending effect, and it recommends
sleeveless, ruched tops for the slender user that shows off
her slim arms while balancing the volume to her torso.



VI. User Study Interfaces

In total, we have 4 user studies. Aside from the self-
evaluation, each question in a user study is answered by 7
Turkers in order to robustly report results according to their
consensus.

Body-similarity user study. This study is to decide
whether two subjects (in the same cluster) have similar body
shapes such that the same piece of clothing will look sim-
ilar on them. The instructions for this user study are in
Fig. 7, and the question interface is in Fig. 8. This user
study validates our positive pairing propagation (see results
in Sec. 3.2 in the main paper and Sec. II in this supplemen-
tary file).

Dress type user study. This study is to decide whether a
dress is body-versatile or body-specific. The instructions
for this user study are in Fig. 9, and the question interface
is in Fig. 10. We show the most body-versatile and body-
specific dresses as rated by the Turkers in Fig. 4. Dresses
rated as most body-versatile are mostly solid, loose, shift
dresses, and those rated as most body-specific are mostly
sleeveless, tight or wrapped dresses with special neckline
designs. This is because dresses that cover up most body
parts would not accentuate any specific areas, which “play
it safe” and are suitable for most body shapes. Dresses that
expose specific areas may flatter some body shapes but not
others. In total, 65% of the dresses are annotated as more
body-versatile than body-specific. This user study is for
better analyzing garments in our dataset, as a body-aware
clothing recommendation system offers more impact when
garments are body-specific. (See results in Sec. 4.1 in the
main paper.)

Complementary subject-dress user study. This study is
to decide which dress complements a subject’s body shape
better. The instructions for this user study are in Fig. 11, and
the question is in Fig. 12. This user study is for creating a
human-annotated benchmark for clothing recommendation
based on users’ body shapes. (See results in Sec. 4.3 of the
main paper.)

Self evaluation. This study is to collect user feedback on
which dress complements one’s own body shape better. The
instructions for this user study are the same as the comple-
mentary subject-dress user study above. The interface for
users to select the body shape that best resembles them is in
Fig. 13, and the question is in Fig. 14. We ask participants
to select a 3D body shape directly, as opposed to providing
their own photos, for the sake of privacy. This user study
is for more accurate clothing recommendation evaluation,
as each person knows her own body best. (See results in
Sec. 4.3 of the main paper.)

(a) Body-versatile

(b) Body-specific

Figure 4: Dress data: top 10 body-specific and -versatile dresses
voted by human annotators.

VII. Explanations for Turkers’ Dress Selec-
tions

In our complementary subject-dress user study, we ask
Turkers to select which dress complements a given subject’s
body shape better, and to briefly explain reasons for their se-
lections, in terms of the fit and shape of the dresses and the
subject (see Sec. 4.3 in the main paper). The provided ex-
planations are utilized as a criterion for evaluating whether
the Turker has domain knowledge for answering this task;
we do not adopt responses from those that fail this criterion.

Example explanations for adopted responses on 6 differ-
ent subjects are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The reason for
why a dress is preferred (or not) are usually similar across
multiple Turkers, validating that their selections are not ar-
bitrary nor based on personal style preferences. We believe
that including these explanations in our benchmark further
enriches its usage. For example, one could utilize it to de-
velop models that provide natural-language-explanations in
clothing recommendation.
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(a) Subject 1 (b) Subject 2

(c) Subject 3 (d) Subject 4

Figure 5: Dress data: examples of Turkers’ explanations for their
selections for four subjects. Two more examples are in Fig. 6.

(a) Subject 5 (b) Subject 6

Figure 6: Dress data: examples of Turkers’ explanations for their
selections for two more subjects. See text for discussion.



Figure 7: Body similarity user study: instructions for judging whether two subjects have similar body shapes such that the same piece of
clothing will look similar on them.



Figure 8: Body similarity user study: question to Turkers for judging whether two subjects have similar body shapes such that the same
piece of clothing will look similar on them.



Figure 9: Dress type user study: instructions for deciding whether a dress is body-versatile or body-specific.



Figure 10: Dress type user study: question for deciding whether a dress is body-versatile or body-specific.



Figure 11: Complementary subject-dress user study: instructions for deciding which dress complements a subject’s body shape better.



Figure 12: Complementary subject-dress user study: question for deciding which dress complements a subject’s body shape better.



Figure 13: Self evaluation: interface for selecting the body shape that best resembles one’s self.



Figure 14: Self evaluation: question for deciding which dress complements one’s own body better.




